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THE THEORY OF FLAMMABILITY LIMITS 
Flow Gradient Effects and Flame Stretch
By Martin Hertzberg 1
ABSTRACT
In this Bureau of Mines study, an equation is derived for the limit burning ve­
locity for divergent, spherical propagation from an ignition kernel of radius, r;
(Sy)e = —  — • For flame propagation into a preexisting, stretching velocity gradi­r Pb
ent of magnitude dv/dx, the limit velocity is (Su)e =* (a dv/dx)1/2. These formula­
tions are shown to be equivalent to the fluid dynamic concepts of Damkohler, Karlo- 
vitz, and Markstein. Existing data for the blowoff limits of flames are shown to 
give excellent agreement with those concepts provided that proper account Is taken of 
two dilution effects: composition dilution caused by entrainment and velocity gra­
dient dilution caused by flow expansion.
Approximate flow-field solutions are also derived for the unburned gas motion above 
an upward propagating, spherical flame kernel in buoyancy-induced flows. It is shown 
tha); the upward hemisphere propagates toward a stagnation plane in a counterflow con­
figuration involving the balance between the combustion force, which accelerates the 
cold gas upward, and the buoyancy force that accelerates the cold gas downward. The 
position of the stagnation plane above the upward propagating hemisphere is related 
to the ratio of the buoyant velocity, Vfc>, to the burning velocity, Su. Extinction of 
the upward propagating wave occurs by flame stretch in that counterflow configuration 
when n = Vb/Su begins to exceed the expansion ratio, Pu/Pb» and the wave is blown off 
by its own buoyancy-induced flow field.
Supervisory research chemist, Pittsburgh Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pitts­
burgh , PA
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In earlier Bureau of Mines reports ,2 the concept of limit burning velocities
was developed and used to formulate a quantitative theory of flammability limits.
The concept was developed by first considering the normal (laminar) mode of flame 
propagation in an exothermic gas mixture. Such normal propagation is characterized 
by a convective flow ''eigenvalue*' solution to the time-dependent conservation 
equations. That eigenvalue, or ideal burning velocity (Su) | dea|, is, in principle, a 
measurable parameter whose value in an adiabatic system is a unique function of its 
initial thermodynamic state. Generally, measured Su values are in good agreement 
with exact solutions to the conservation equations that are based on reasonable 
estimates of transport coefficients, plausible kinetic mechanisms for the combustion 
reactions, and reasonable values for the appropriate rate coefficients (4).
That agreement between theory and experiment is good so long as the reactant compo­
sitions are well within the empirically measured domain of flammability. However, 
those same conservation equations in a laminar, adiabatic system generate finite 
(Su)i dea I solutions for compositions well outside of the flammability range. No mat­
ter how small the exothermicity, so long as it is finite and the system is adiabatic, 
solutions are generated for the normal burning velocity and also for the flame tem­
perature, Yet, the measured burning velocities and the observed flame temperature 
drop almost discontinuously to zero at the limits of flammability, and remain at zero 
for all compositions beyond those limits. Why? What is the physical cause of the 
existence of those discontinuities?
Although there is nothing in the laminar, adiabatic solutions that can generate 
such flammability limit discontinuities, it has long been known that for nonadia- 
batic systems finite limit discontinuities will appear. These were the subject of 
earlier reports (J/-3). The consideration of such nonadiabatic systems inevitably 
involves multidimensional solutions to the conservation equations. The various non­
adiabatic processes that compete with the flame propagation process and thus dissi­
pate power from the combustion wave, were enumerated as (a) free, buoyant convection, 
(b) conductive-convective wall losses, (c) radiative losses, (d) selective diffu- 
sional demixing, and (e) flame stretch or flow-gradient losses. It was shown that 
the very existence of limits of flammability at finite fuel concentrations was caused 
by the competition between those loss processes and the normal flame propagation pro­
cess. The concept of limit burning velocities was developed by considering the bal­
ance between the rate of thermal energy generation in an adiabatic or ideal propagat­
ing flame front and the rate of energy loss from those various competing processes. 
Those competing processes dissipate power from the wave to the surroundings. A quan­
titative measure of the magnitude or influence of a dissipative process was its limit 
burning velocity: the larger the limit velocity the more significant the process.
Propagation is thus possible only if the ideal burning velocity exceeds the limit 
velocity.
The first in this series of reports (1_) considered process a, natural convection. 
The second in this series (2) considered process b, conductive-convective wall 
losses. The third (3^ considered process c, radiative losses, and also process d, 
selective diffusional demixing. This report, which is the fourth of the series, con­
siders process e, flow gradient effects or flame stretch.
INTRODUCTION
2underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the list of references preced­
ing the appendix.
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While each process has been considered in sequence, there are many cases where they 
do not act independently but where they are coupled in complicated ways. For exam­
ple, it has already been necessary to introduce the concept of a flame stretch limit 
velocity, (Su)e , in the consideration of processes a and d 3 ). Although process 
e is a loss process, it differs significantly from the other nonadiabatic loss pro­
cesses. In the other loss processes, b and c, the surroundings to which heat was 
lost were either inert walls or external regions far removed from the flame front.
For process e, the quenching "surroundings" are internal; that is they are normally a 
part of the reacting system. For process e, it is the unburned exothermic mixture 
immediately adjacent to the flame front, that serves as the cold, quenching medium. 
Under nonstretch or laminar conditions, that region is normally activated and propa­
gates flame, but under stretch conditions it quenches the flame. It Is a kind of 
internal nonadiabaticity caused either by the curvature of a flame front; or by the 
velocity gradients in the unburned, cold surroundings from which that front is being 
generated and into which it is propagating,
FLAME STRETCH LIMIT BURNING VELOCITY, (Su)e
An ideal, laminar combustion wave of infinite extent propagates through a flammable 
mixture at the velocity iSu)idea! • That velocity reflects a complex mechanism of ac­
tivation of cold, unburned mixture by the back diffusion of heat and free radicals 
from the hot, burned mixture; and the subsequent exothermic chemical reactions that 
regenerate them and sustain the laminar propagation process. For a laminar wave 
geometry traversing into a gas which is quiescent, or in a uniform state of recti­
linear motion, those activation flow densities are invariant and steady-state propa­
gation results. There is no divergence or convergence in those diffusional activa- 
vation flows and hence there is no loss or gain in the enthalpy feedback across the 
wave front as it propagates. However, In the presence of curvature, the activation 
flow densities are not Invariant and there are losses or gains in the enthalpy feed­
back flux as the wave propagates.
Consider the problem in general terms as follows, A burned gas volume that is 
bounded by a flame front, whose surface area is As , is expanding into a cold, un­
burned region. If Ax Is the flame front thickness, then the instantaneous flame 
front volume within which active propagation is occurring is given by V$ = A sAx. Let 
the rate of expansion of that flame front volume be given by dVg/dt. In the presence 
of flame propagation, the zone between the burned gas fireball and the unburned mix­
ture Is the active flame front whose thickness is Ax = a/Su. The combustion power 
density across that flame front is Sucp(Tb-Tu) and therefore the volumetric flame 
front heating rate in that zone is
q(heating) = Sucp(Tb-Tu)/Ax = Su2 cp(Tb-Tu)/a. (1)
Now In the absence of flame propagation, the expansion of a hot fireball surface at 
temperature T b into cold surrounding at temperature Tu would result In a volumetric 
cooling rate within that same volume of
1 dV*
q(coollng) = cp(Tb-Tu) ^  > (2)
where c is the heat capacity of the mixing zone and p is the density. What was con­
sidered as the flame front volume, V§, in the presence of flame propagation, may al­
ternatively, in the absence of propagation, be considered as the mixing or cooling 
volume between hot, burned gas and cold, unburned gas. Quenching of flame propa­
gation occurs when the flame’s normal volumetric heating rate in the presence of 
propagation would be just balanced by the volumetric cooling rate resulting from
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expansion of that volume into cold surroundings in the absence of propagation; that 
is, when q(heatlng) = q(coollng). For spherical propagation
1 dV6 
V fi dt
L .  q  n  / nVg dr u u b’ (3)
where r is the radial distance of the flame front from the point of ignition. Set­
ting equation 1 equal to equation 2, substituting equation 3 into the resultant equa­
tion, and solving for the burning velocity at that quenching limit gives
( Su ), P u 1 dV6







rectlon. For the planar case there is no divergence; that is, = 0 and the flame
front volume remains constant as propagation proceeds. In that case there are no 
flame stretch losses and (Su)e = 0,
For spherical propagation, however, there are finite divergence losses as depicted
2. L ¥ ± m L
V 5 dr rin figure 1. For the spherical case, Vg = 4wr M  and hence
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Substituting into equation 4 gives
, . 2af S..K = —
Pb
It is no coincidence that the functional form of this limit velocity for flame 
stretch quenching (process e) Is identical to that derived for wall loss quenching 
(process b) (_2). Wall losses are characterized by a tubular quenching diameter, 
dq, whose value was predictable In terms of a special kind of Peclet number, Pe = Su 
dq/ou Critical Peclet constants for wall quenching were in the range Pe « 20 to 25, 
For stretch quenching, setting r = dq/2 for the minimum radius that can freely prop­
agate, and substituting into equation 5, gives Pe (stretch) =» 4 pu/pb. A typical 
near-limit density ratio is Pu/Pb - 5, so that Pe (stretch) .= 20. Thus the same 
Peclet constant is obtained for flame stretch quenching as was obtained for wall loss 
quenching. Clearly analogous loss processes are involved. In the latter case (2̂ ), 
quenching occurs because of enthalpy losses in the two directions perpendicular to 
the propagation direction, to a quenched boundary layer in contact with a cold, tube 
wall. In the former case being considered here, quenching is caused by enthalpy di­
vergence losses to cold gases that envelop the flame kernel from all three direc­
tions. In the latter case, heat losses in the two perpendicular directions are 
equivalent to an enthalpy divergence. In this former case of divergent propagation, 
the excess mass flux of cold gas that must be activated by the flame kernel serves, 
in effect, as a cold, quenching boundary.
In the case just considered (fig. 1), the expansion of the flame front volume is 
caused by the divergent configuration of the flame front: its initiation at a point,
and the resultant spherical curvature that Is reflected in the 1/r dependence for the 
limit velocity in equation 5. There are other conditions, however, that can cause 
such expansions or divergent configurations. One has already been discussed In rela­
tion to cellular flame structures caused by selective diffusion (3). Such cellular 
flame structures appear spontaneously even if the wave is initially planar. Equation
5 has already been used in that case to develop an equation that properly predicted 
the diameters of such cellular structures. Another, more common process that causes 
such divergence involves the propagation of a flame front into a preexisting veloc­
ity gradient in the unburned gas. In such a case, the flame front is constrained to 
propagate with that cold gas velocity component superimposed on its normal or laminar 
velocity with respect to the unburned mixture.
When propagation into such a velocity gradient field occurs, flow continuity con­
straints cause a stretching of the flame front, an inevitable readjustment of the 
propagation directions, and a change in the shape of the flame front. The problem 
was clearly formulated by Karlovitz (5), and figure 2 is reproduced from that work.
To quote the analysis:
"At point 1 the combustion wave enters the segment 1-2 with the small ve- 
velocity component U) cos , parallel to the wave surface; at point 2 it 
leaves with the larger velocity component U2 cos $2 • Thus new flame sur­
face is produced continually as the flame traverses the velocity gradient.
As a consequence of this ’stretching’ of the flame surface, the amount of 
heat flowing from the reaction zone of the flame into the unburned gas Is 
distributed over increasing volumes of gas, which means that the burning 
velocity must decrease,"
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For propagation into such a velocity 
gradient, the rate of expansion of the 
flame front volume (or surface) is, in 
effect, the component of the velocity 















The preexisting velocity gradient 
that stretches the flame front forces 
it to "swallow" a greater mass flux of 
cold, unburned mixture than it would 
normally consume in ideal, laminar 
propagation.
In an equivalent derivation of equa- 
ation 7, one notes that the normal or 
ideal flame zone thickness in the ab­
sence of convective gradients is Ax 
= a/Su. Since the flame propagates 
through that thickness at a velocity 
Su , the characteristic time for the 
completion of the reactions associated 
with premixed flame propagation, is t 
“ Ax/Su = a/Su2.
pm
FIGURE 2. - Stretching of a flame front surface by 
propagation into a velocity gradient.
In the presence of uniform transla­
tional motion, there is no stretch and 
every element of the flame front ad­
justs uniformly to the rectilinear mo­
tion. However, when a velocity gradi­
ent stretches the flame, larger volume 
elements of the unburned mixture must be continuously accommodated during the char­
acteristic reaction time, Tpffl. The reciprocal of the velocity gradient, (dv/dx)-1, 
is in effect a residence time, xr, for these new volume elements passing into the 
flame front. If that residence time is too short they cannot be activated during the 
characteristic reaction time, tP(i) , and they quench the flame. For the limit condi-
tion, one sets xpm = x r and obtains equation 7. The ratio Tr/Tpm is, in effect, the 
Damkohler number for the flame front propagating into a velocity gradient.
It should be recognized that the losses associated with the flame stretch process 
caused by such divergent propagation become enthalpy gains when the propagation 
becomes convergent, or the curvature is reversed so that it becomes concave to the 
unburned mixture.
One such example is the apex of the typical Bunsen burner flame. There the curva­
ture is concave to the unburned mixture, rather than convex as in the spherically 
divergent flame depicted in figure 1, At the apex of the Bunsen flame, the back
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diffusional flows from the burned mixture are convergent and there is a large magni­
fication or increase in the burning velocity (6 ). Another example would involve a 
turbulent system In which the turbulence is isotropic. In that case, for every re­
gion of space where the flame front is stretched by velocity gradients of one sign, 
there must exist complementary regions where the front is compressed by gradients of 
opposite sign.
As with other limit velocities previously derived, (Su)e may also be viewed as the 
magnitude of the burning velocity decrease that results from the presence of the 
competing process. For convergent propagation or compressed flame fronts, equations 
4 and 7 would thus correspond to the resultant increases in burning velocity,
EQUIVALENCE IN TERMS OF KARLOV1TZ NUMBER AND MARKSTEIN HYPOTHESIS
As indicated in figure 2, the problem of flame propagation in velocity gradients 
was formulated by Karlovitz 05). New flame surface is produced in the case shown at 
a rate proportional to the velocity gradient normal to the propagation direction.
The flame is thus stretched and the burning velocity decreases proportionately. The 
concept was initially applied to the problem of turbulent flame propagation and to 
the "break off" of flames in a turbulent boundary layer, Lewis and von Elbe (j>) went 
further by defining a dimensionless Karlovitz number, K, which was applied to a va­
riety of quenching phenomena. For the first case of divergent propagation from a 
spherical Ignition kernel, as indicated in figure 1 , enthalpy flows from that kernel 
cannot activate the unburned mixture until they penetrate the finite distance of one 
flame zone thickness, Ax, into the cold gas surrounding it. Thus the area to be ac­
tivated in divergent propagation is larger than the source area by the factor
1 + 2(Ax/r)(pu/pt,). The area increase or "stretch factor," 2 (Ax/r)(pu/pt>), was de­
fined as the Karlovitz number. Setting Ax = a/Su gives the identical functional form 
to that of equation 5. Thus the definition of the limit burning velocity (Su)e given 
in equation 5 is identical to the assertion that flame stretch quenching occurs in 
divergent propagation if K > 1.
Lewis and von Elbe also applied the concept to the problem of ignition from a mini­
mum critical flame diameter. A minimum ignition energy is necessary in order to 
activate a source volume or ignition kernel that Is Initially large enough to over­
come the divergence losses. Lewis Identified d = 2rq with experimental quenching 
distances determined by separating spark electrodes to the point of the lowest value 
of the minimum ignition energy. The values of K = (2a/rqSu)(pu/pfc,) so obtained were 
all near unity even though Su values for the mixtures studied varied from as low as
12 cm/sec to as high as 400 cm/sec; and pu/pb values varied from as low as 5,5 to as 
high as 14.5.
For the other case of flame propagation in velocity gradients, Lewis and von Elbe 
defined the Karlovitz number as the fractional change in flow velocity, caused by the 
preexisting velocity gradient, across the finite thickness of flame front. Thus 
K = Av/v = (dv/dx)Ax/v. If one chooses a coordinate system that is moving with the 
wave in steady state at the average velocity in that gradient, one has Su « v.
Setting Ax = a/Su gives equation 7 for a Karlovitz number of unity.
The Markstein hypothesis (7) was a proposed dependence for the burning velocity on 
flame front curvature of the form Su = (Su),dea, [i + L/r], where r is the radius of 
curvature of the flame front and L is a characteristic length related to the flame 
zone thickness, Ax. The problem under consideration by Markstein was the general 
problem of the stability of flame fronts and their response to perturbations. Such 
perturbations could involve either changes in flame front shape (curvature) or in the
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structure of the flow field, and it was necessary to know how the instantaneous or 
local burning velocity, Su , would respond to such perturbations in order to proceed 
with the stability analysis. Markstein proposed the above relationship on the basis 
of the available experimental evidence. As given, the formula associates an increase 
in burning velocity with strongly curved flame fronts. As indicated earlier, such is 
the case for the apex or tip of a Bunsen burner where the curvature is concave toward 
the unburned mixture entering the flame front. In that case there is a convergence 
of diffusional flows from the burned products Into the unburned mixture. There is, 
therefore, a net gain in enthalpy flux, and Su increases.
For the case being considered in figure 1, the curvature is convex to the unburned 
medium to be activated. In that case, the activating fluxes are divergent and there 
is a decrease in Su , so that the Markstein relationship becomes Su = (Su)ideal 
[1-L/r]. Since L was a characteristic length related to the flame zone thickness Ax, 
one sets L = k Ax = ka/(Su)¡deal* Substituting that value into the Markstein rela­
tion gives [(Su)|dea I - Su] = ka/r, where k is a constant of proportionality. As 
Indicated earlier, the limit burning velocity (Su)e in equation 5 may also be viewed 
as the magnitude of the burning velocity decrease that results from the presence of 
the competing process e, and thus (Su)e =* [(Su)|deaI “ Su]. Substituting the latter 
equation into the Markstein relationship gives (Su)e = ka/r, which becomes identical 
with equation 5 if it is assumed that k ■ 2 pu/pb* Thus the Markstein hypothesis 
is equivalent to equation 5 provided that the characteristic length is taken as 
L = 2 pu/pb Ax. Markstein hypothesized that L was "assumed to be of the order of the 
thickness of the flame zone." The derivation of equation 5 and the available experi­
mental evidence suggest that it is twice the size of the characteristic flame zone 
thickness, Ax, multiplied by the expansion ratio, pu/pb*
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL LIMIT VELOCITY GRADIENTS FOR FLAME STRETCH 
EXTINCTION WITH MEASURED BOUNDARY VELOCITY GRADIENTS AT BLOWOFF
For any given quenching process, the magnitude of its limit velocity is a measure 
of its significance in determining the limit of flammablllty. The larger the limit 
velocity, (Su)a,b,c, or e> relative to (Su)j dea I > the more significant the process. 
For flame stretch, the limit velocity is (Su)e , and the larger it is relative to 
(Su)idea I the more significant is flame stretch in determining the limit. If, on the 
other hand, the sum of all relevant limit velocities is much smaller than the normal 
or ideal burning velocity, then flame propagation will proceed In the normal way.
Such is the case for a typical, stoichiometric hydrocarbon-air mixture in a large- 
dlameter tube or container in the earth's gravitational field. For stoichiometric, 
saturated hydrocarbons in air (Su)|deai - 45 cm/sec and that value is much larger 
than the applicable limit velocity for buoyant quenching, (Su)a , which is in the 
range of 3 to 6 cm/sec. The stoichiometric mixture propagates "normally" with no 
hint or evidence of a limit discontinuity. If, however, the stoichiometric mixture 
is diluted with excess air, excess fuel, or excess inert gas, then (Su) |deaI dimin­
ishes and a limit condition is approached. Alternatively, if the quenching process 
is magnified in some way— such as by increasing gravity or by wall heat losses— then 
the limit velocities are increased and a limit is approached even for a stoichio­
metric mixture. The limit condition is reached when the limit velocity (or the 
applicable sum of limit velocities) is just equal to the ideal burning velocity.
Thus, according to equation 7 any fuel-air mixture can be quenched by a stretching 




The case of flame stretch extinction that has been most extensively studied, as 
such, involves the Bunsen burner flame at high gas-flow velocities. At high flow 
velocities of the premixed fuel-air mixture, a "blowoff" limit is reached at which 
the flame is extinguished by the velocity gradient at the boundary of the inlet gas 
flow stream. Let us consider that case in detail and compare the available data with 
the predictions of equation 8 .
For the laminar flow of the unburned fuel-air mixture in a cylindrical, Bunsen- 
burner tube, the radial velocity distribution is given by
v <r > - : b l r < r o2 - r 2>. (9)
where ri is the gas viscosity, dp/dz is the axial pressure gradient along the tube, r 
is the radial distance from the tube axis, and r0 is the tube's inner radius. This 
velocity distribution is the classical parabolic Poiseuille velocity profile for 
laminar flow in a cylindrical tube.
Some burner velocity profiles are depicted in figure 3. The simpler case of a 
flat-flame burner is depicted in figure 3A. It is contrasted with the Bunsen burner, 
which is characterized by the parabolic velocity profile sketched in figure 35.
nozzle
Constant exit velocity Flat flame burner Poiseuille velocity 
distribution
Bunsen flame
FIGURE 3. - Flat flame (.4) and Bunsen flame (B) burner velocity profiles: flame zone stretch (C-D) 
of the Bunsen flame.
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In figure 3A , one starts with a flat velocity profile in which there is no velocity 
gradient at the flame front. Such a flat profile can be obtained with either a 
Mache-Hebra nozzle (8̂ -9) or with flow straighteners within the tube. To avoid flow 
gradients at the boundaries of the flat profile, the flammable mixture issuing from 
the burner, in figure 34, can be surrounded by a shroud flow of inert gas. For the 
flat profile case, figure M  , a steady state is obtained everywhere along the flame 
front when the constant exit flow velocity, v, matches the burning velocity, Su. If 
the gas flow is increased and made larger than Su , then the flame front moves upward, 
away from the burner surface. If the flow it is decreased, the front moves downward 
into the burner surface, and "flashes back" if the tube is open.
For the Bunsen burner flame depicted in figure 3B , there is a radial velocity pro­
file in the tube given by equation 9. The velocity gradient is not zero except at 
the flame apex or in the center of the flow stream. The gradient is quite signifi­
cant, especially near the tube wall where it is a maximum in the absence of any 
shroud flow. The quadratic velocity profile generates the curved flame shape that 
is approximately conical as depicted in figure 3B. There is now a complex balance 
of propagation directions that must match the flow profile of the incoming cold gas. 
The characteristic Bunsen shape is determined by the requirement that the burning 
velocity vector, which is always perpendicular to the flame front, must match the 
cold gas velocity component normal to the front, v n. In steady state, the flame 
shape adjusts so that the condition Su = -vn is satisfied everywhere along the flame 
front. However, the Bunsen flame in figure 3B Is now a stretched flame, especially 
at the flow streamlines just above the boundary near r = r0. Not only is the veloc­
ity gradient a maximum in the boundary flow, but the flame curvature is also diver­
gent there. Although the flame Is also distorted by the velocity gradient along the 
flow axis near the flame apex, the gradient is minimal there and the flame curvature 
is convergent from the burned gas. For the same volumetric flow through the burners 
depicted in figures 34 and 3B , the Bunsen flame has a larger flame surface area than
the flat flame. In figure M  there is no flow gradient across the front thickness,
Ax = 6 , whereas in figure 3B the propagation directions have been altered to accommo­
date the flow profile and there is a flow gradient across the front thickness. Thus 
the flame in figure 32? is a stretched flame, especially near the boundary above r 
= rQ , where the velocity gradient is a maximum across the finite thickness, 6 , of 
flame front. That stretched condition is depicted in detail in figure 3C. The flame 
zone has adjusted to account for the preexisting velocity increase, Avc , across its 
finite flame thickness, 6 C . However, that increase in flame surface has stretched 
the flame, causing a reduction in the burning velocity, which causes the flame front 
to widen to a larger value, which is depicted in figure 3D. The lower Su value 
now requires a lower v n component, which steepens the flame front. Although the 
flame front is now wider, this can be compensated for by the fact that the component 
of flame thickness in the r direction is now smaller. Since Av = (dv/dr) Ar, the 
reduction of Ar would tend to reduce Av. However, note that the steepening of the
front has also thrown that segment of the front outward from rc to rp, where the
gradient is now steeper. Differentiating equation 9 with respect to r gives dv(r)/dr 
= -(l/2 ti)(dp/dx)r. The gradient thus increases as the front steepens and comes
closer to the boundary of the flow at r = r0. As shown in figure 3D, the increase in 
dv/dr is assumed to be larger than the decrease in Ar, so that Avq is shown to be 
larger than Avc . An exact solution to this problem is beyond the scope of these con­
siderations and would require a detailed evaluation of expansion and entrainment ef­
fects beyond the burner exit, which tends to reduce the gradients and alter the gas 
composition by dilution with the entrained gases. Suffice to say that at some point, 
as the total flow through the burner is increased, the value of Av across the widen­
ing flame front increases until it becomes comparable in magnitude to the initial 
average velocity, v. At that point it is no longer possible for the flame front to
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adjust to the gradient. It can no longer accommodate the increased cold gas flow in 
the residence time available for reaction, and the flame extinguishes; that is, it 
"blows off."
From the derivative of equation 9 with respect to r indicated above, the radial 
velocity gradient, dv(r)/dr, has its maximum value at r = r0. That maximum velocity 
gradient occurs at the tube boundary and is thus referred to as the boundary velocity 
gradient, g b. As the blowoff condition is approached and the flame front steepens, 
the propagation direction approaches the horizontal, and nearly the entire boundary 
velocity gradient appears across the flame front thickness, S. In that limit, re­
searchers have generally made the assumption that
- C dv(r) \  _ 1 dp _ /"d v N  #
\ dr /at r = r 2t) dz 0 \ dx J  \ | m 11o
The system that has been studied most extensively is methane in air. The data for 
the blowoff limits of premixed methane burner flames are shown in figure 4. The data 
by Grumer (10-11) are compared with the theoretical predictions of equation 8 . The 
theoretical predictions are based upon the best available data for (Su)(dea I taken 
from the measurements of Gunter ( 9 ) , but adjusted slightly on the basis of the recent 
analysis and summary by Warnatz (4). The effective diffusivity of the flame zone is 
taken as a = 0.55 cm2 /sec, a value that has been used consistently in all previous
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FIGURE 4. - Blowoff I imits for premixed, methane-air flames: comparison of data for Bunsen burners
in an ambient air environment with theory.
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considerations (J/-3). While the measured g b values shown in figure 4 are about 
the same order of magnitude as the theoretical predictions, one cannot be too im­
pressed with the different shapes of the two curves. The predicted limit velocity 
gradient, (dv/dx)|[m|t (theory), shows the normal, symmetric shape about the near- 
stoichiometric concentration (10 pet CH4 in air). That symmetric shape reflects its 
S u2 dependence. Burning velocities peak at near stoichiometric concentrations and 
drop off symmetrically for lean and rich mixtures. The predicted stretch extinction 
gradient shows a steeper decline because of its stronger, square dependence on Su.
By contrast to this symmetric behavior, the measured gb curve shows no such symmetry, 
but climbs continuously with increasing CH4 concentration. While its slope decreases 
somewhat for the richer mixtures, the curve continues to rise even at compositions 
that approach pure methane (10). It must be noted, however, that the rich limit of 
flammability for methane is 17.5 pet (12). Yet the apparent gb data in figure 4 are 
suggesting that stable flames are being generated for rich compositions that are 
otherwise determined to be nonflammable. There is clearly a contradiction. How is 
it possible to observe stable flame propagation in a nonflammable mixture?
One obtains a direct insight into the reason for that apparent contradiction by 
considering an extreme cases pure methane. Although not shown in figure 4, the ap­
parent, measured gb curve does indeed extend out that far and gives a fairly large gb 
value for pure methane. Yet pure methane, in the absence of air or another oxidizer, 
is entirely nonflammable. Pure methane cannot sustain a deflagration wave. However, 
if a pure methane stream emanating from a burner tube into an air environment Is ig­
nited, it will sustain a flame: a diffusion flame. It is that fact or phenomenon
that is the source of the apparent contradiction. The g b data shown in figure 4 were 
obtained with an air environment or air shroud around the premlxed gas stream. Thus 
the pure methane data point that is eventually reached does not represent the blow- 
off limit of a premlxed flame but is instead the blowoff limit of a diffusion flame. 
Such a diffusion flame Is not localized near the interior boundary of the tube, nor 
is its flame front spread across the boundary velocity gradient (as depicted in fig­
ures 32? and 3(7). The diffusion flame extends over a much larger region above the 
tube and into the mixing zone between the pure methane stream and the entrained air 
flow with which it mixes. In this broad diffusion flame region, compositions may 
vary continuously and velocity gradients decrease continuously from their maximum g b 
values at the interior surface of the tube. Thus both gas compositions and velocity 
gradients vary together in the broad mixing zone between the fuel stream and the sur­
rounding air. What is the composition of that diffusion flame? It is obviously ab­
surd to attribute a pure methane concentration to such a diffusion flame. That is 
clearly the source of the confusion and, In that sense, the measured gb plot in fig­
ure 4 is quite misleading in the rich composition region. The horizontal coordinate 
in that instance is not a realistic measure of the composition of the unburned mix­
ture entering the flame zone. Even in a diffusion flame, the real concentration In 
the region where flame propagation is actually occurring is constrained to lie be­
tween the lean and rich limits of flammabllity. Those limits are still controlled 
by natural convection, which, in the case of a diffusion flame, plays a dual role
(13). It is both a quenching process and a promoter of propagation by enhancing the 
mixing of fuel with the surrounding air. Thus, for the data in figure 4, the flame 
that is stabilized at apparent methane-air concentrations above the rich limit of 
flammabllity is not the premixed flame depicted in a figure 3, but is rather a dif­
fusion flame whose structure is markedly different.
In reality, any rich mixture whose composition is between the stoichiometric val­
ue of 9.6 pet methane and the rich limit value near 17 pet methane, will generate a 
complex, double-flame structure. The double flame consists first of the normal 
premlxed, Bunsen flame similar to that in figure 3S, which is then capped by a
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postcombustion diffusion flame. That postcombustion diffusion flame is supported by 
the excess fuel (and/or its pyrolysis products and partially oxidized intermediates) 
mixing with entrained air in the regions above the premixed, Bunsen flame. It is 
because of the presence of that double-flame structure, which eventually transforms 
into a predominantly diffusion flame at richer concentrations, that the measured g b 
curve in figure 4 continues to rise for rich mixtures rather than to turn downward 
as the theory requires.
This complexity involving the presence of a diffusion flame can be partially elim­
inated by replacing the oxidizing air environment by an inert shroud gas. Data for 
such a system in which nitrogen gas was used as the ambient environment are shown in 
figure 5. The gb data reported by Reed (14) are compared with same theoretical pre­
dictions of equation 8 . The measured g b curve is now as symmetric about the stoich­
iometric concentration as the theoretical curve. Clearly the anomalous asymmetry 
caused by the presence of a postcombustion diffusion flame for rich mixtures, is now 
absent. Rich mixtures flowing into an inert N 2 environment cannot sustain such a 
diffusion flame.
Although the shapes of the curves are now similar they still differ quite signifi­
cantly in magnitude. The measured gb values are all lower than the predictions of 
equation 8 s from a factor of 4 lower for the lean mixtures to a factor of 2 lower 
for the rich mixtures. The reason for the difference again involves the surrounding 
medium. Although that surrounding medium is no longer capable of supporting a diffu­
sion flame, It is still entrained into the premixed stream and dilutes it.
As Indicated earlier, in the 
Poiseullle velocity profile (equa­
tion 4), the maximum in the veloc­
ity gradient occurs at the inner 
boundary wall of the tube (at r 
= r0). It is at that point that 
a flame of given concentration is 
stretched to the maximum extent by 
the flow profile. However, that 
is also the point at which the 
premixed gas stream first encoun­
ters the ambient N 2 shroud, and 
where, accordingly, mixing with 
that ambient gas is most rapid.
The entrained ambient medium di­
lutes the premixed gas stream by 
pure molecular diffusion and by 
the convective recirculation ed­
dies that are induced by the shear 
vorticity of the boundary velocity 
gradient. As is shown in figure 
30, the Bunsen flame zone stabi­
lizes at some point well above the 
exit of the tube, so that there 
is significant opportunity for the 
entrained medium to dilute the gas 
stream near the boundary before the 
unburned mixture enters the flame 
front.
METHANE IN AIR, vol-pct
FIGURE 5. - Blowoff limits for premixed, methane-air 
flames: comparison of data for Bunsen burners in an N2 
environment with theory.
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In the diffusion flame case, that point or mixing edge becomes the "holding edge" 
of the diffusion flame: the point where fuel and oxidizer mix most readily (13) . If
the ambient medium contains no oxidizer there can be no diffusion flame; however, 
there is still mixing at that holding edge or corner. Dilution with nitrogen may not 
alter the fuel-to-air ratio but it reduces the energy content of the mixture and thus 
reduces the ideal or intrinsic burning velocity. Accordingly, the real composition 
of the mixture at the boundary where the velocity gradient is a maximum and where 
blowoff occurs, is a nitrogen-diluted mixture rather than the mixture whose composi­
tion is indicated on the horizontal axis of figure 5. Since the mixture’s burning 
velocity is lowered by dilution, it is not surprising that its measured, limiting 
boundary velocity gradient is lower than the theoretical value calculated on the 
assumption that there was no dilution. If the (Su)|cjea| values used to obtain the 
theoretical curve correspond to methane-air mixtures diluted with 10 to 15 pet excess 
nitrogen, the two curves would show good agreement. That amount of dilution with 
entrained nitrogen is quite plausible in the mixing zone at the corner of the emerg­
ing unburned gas stream. The dilution occurs before the stream enters the flame 
front. The actual position at that flame front is well above the exit plane of the 
burner tube.
Inverted Flame
The simplest way to resolve the uncertainty in flame composition caused by entrain- 
ment near the region of maximum velocity gradient was suggested by Lewis and von Elbe 
(6 ). It involves the use of an inverted flame, which as indicated, should provide a 
"cleaner test" of the theory (15). In the inverted flame, the boundary that gener­
ates the stretch velocity gradient is placed in the aenber of the fuel-air stream 
rather than at the edge of the stream. The velocity gradient that stretches the 
flame is thus maximized in the central region of the stream rather than at its bound­
ary with the ambient environment. In the inverted flame, the region of maximum gra­
dient is thus shielded from the surrounding atmosphere by the rest of the gas stream 
and there is no dilution of composition when the boundary is internal. Accordingly, 
the initial composition of the premixed, fuel-air stream precisely reflects the real 
concentration that is approaching the flame front.
Lewis and von Elbe (6 ) used an internal boundary that consisted of a wire at the 
exit plane of the tube. A substantial improvement was made by Edmondson, who used a 
thin plate between two rectangular slotted burners. The plate formed the common, 
long side between the two rectangular slots through which the gas flowed, and the 
thickness of the plate was varied (16). The measured g b values of Edmondson are 
shown in figure 6 , where they are again compared with the theoretical predictions of 
equation 8 . The three measured curves are for different plate thicknesses. Although 
the measured curves all have shapes that are parallel to the theoretical curve, the 
measured g b values are now all substantially higher than the predictions of the the­
ory. The fact that the measured results are sensitive to plate thickness is dis­
couraging since it appears to mean that different Karlovitz number correlations per­
tain to the different plate thicknesses. Dimensionless fluid dynamic correlations 
should be independent of boundary dimensions. The thinnest plate seems to give the 
best agreement with theory, and accordingly, Edmondson suggested that "extremely thin 
stabilization plates should permit the accurate determination of critical values of 
the Karlovitz flame stretch factor." However, as will be shown, the data already 
permit such a determination.
The reason for the sensitivity of the data to plate thickness is shown in figure 7. 
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FIGURE 6. - Blowoff lim its for inverted, premixed 
methane-air flames: comparison of data for slotted burn­
ers of varying plate thickness with theory.
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Figure 7 (bottom) is a similar depiction of the 
verted flame stabilized above a plate boundary, 
stion were drawn from the particle streak photographs of Kawamura (17).
thin rod or wire mounted on the
axis of a cylindrical tube. The 
figure shows clearly that although 
there may be no dilution of compo­
sition above the interior boundary 
of an inverted flame, there is 
substantial dilution of the veloc­
ity gradient. The purpose of the 
illustration was to show that the 
Inverted flame front depicted in 
figure 7 (top), induces a back 
pressure that compresses the recir­
culation vortex above the flat top 
of the wire. The illustration was 
also used to show that velocities 
were low enough so that there was 
no eddy shedding of those vortices 
in the laminar stream. Neverthe­
less, the figure also shows clearly 
that the flow streamlines expand 
as they diverge around the corner 
formed by the flat end of the wire 
and its cylindrical surface. More 
Important than the vortex itself, 
or the absence of shedding, or even 
the effect of the flame front in 
diminishing the size of the vor­
tex, is the fact that the flow is 
diverging as it emerges from the 
interior wire boundary. The mag­
nitude of that divergence Is clear­
ly sensitive to the wire or plate 
thickness, since for an infinites­
imally thin boundary there would 
be neither a vortex nor divergence, 
flow streamlines, from such an in- 
The streamlines and flame front po-
As figure 7 shows clearly, the inverted flame front Is stabilized in a diverging 
flow above the flat end of the boundary wire or plate. The flame front is not lo­
cated in the gradient at the boundary, but is above the boundary in the diverging 
flow. The real velocity gradient at the flame front (dv/dx) is therefore always less 
than the boundary velocity gradient, gt>, so long as the plate thickness is finite.
The thicker the boundary rod or plate, the greater is the flow expansion around the 
corner and the larger the difference between the real velocity gradient at the flame 
front and the gradient at the boundary. Thus although the inverted flame solves the 
problem of dilution of the unburned gas mixture, it does not solve another dilution 
problem: namely the dilution of the flow gradient by expansion. The boundary ve­
locity gradient within the tube, gb, is larger than the actual velocity gradient at 
the point where the inverted flame front is anchored. Since that anchor point is 
also the point from which the flame is blown off when a critical gradient is reached, 
it is not surprising that all the "measured" boundary gradients shown in figure 6 
are higher than those of theory. Those measured values are in reality the calculated 







FIGURE 7. - Dilution of the velocity gradient by flow expansion beyond the corner of 
the interior boundary or holding edge of an inverted flame.
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Clearly the simplest way to avoid the washing out or dilution of that gradient by 
the corner expansion is to have no corner; that is, to have a boundary of infinites­
imal thickness. Using the available data in figure 6 , that condition can be readily 
approximated by extrapolating the measured g b values to zero wall thickness. That 
extrapolation is made in figure 8 for several methane-air compositions between 7 and
13 pet methane. Those extrapolated g b values are thus a best estimate of what the 
critical boundary velocity gradient would be for inverted flame blowoff from a bound­
ary of infinitesimal thickness. For such a boundary there is no washing out of the 
boundary gradient and hence those g b values should be a more accurate reflection of 
the real velocity gradient at the flame front.
Those extrapolated values are plotted as data points in figure 9, where they are 
again compared with the theoretical predictions of equation 8 . Clearly the agreement 
is now excellent. Thus figure 9, which is only now a "clean test" of the theory, 
gives virtually perfect agreement.
Thus apart from the well-recognized uncertainties in composition resulting from 
dilution, one cannot simply assume that the real velocity gradient at the flame 
front is equal to the boundary velocity gradient in the interior of the tube. Ac­
cordingly, the Karlovitz number should not be formulated in terms of gb<5/Su, 
but rather in terms of the real velocity gradient. Thus
K -  f r  «/ (Su) (deal2, (10)
20,000 ...................................
where dv/dx is the actual velocity 
gradient stretching the flame front 
and <SU)|dea I Is the ideal burning 
velocity. Considerable confusion 
has resulted from using the bound­
ary velocity gradient, g b , to 
formulate K, rather than the real 
velocity gradient at the actual 
location of the flame front (16­
17) .
The excellent agreement in fig­
ure 9, which is obtained from the 
best available data, shows quite 
clearly that the limit condition 
for blowoff by flame stretch corre­
sponds quite accurately to a Karlo­
vitz number of unity provided that 
the number is properly defined. 
Quite clearly, further validation 
of the theory is desirable for a 
wider range of gas compositions, 
burning velocities, and flow gradi­
ents. In view of the past uncer­
tainties and contradictions illus­
trated in figures 4 through 7, such 
tests would be fruitless without 
adequate control of dilution ef­
fects. The composition dilution 
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FIGURE 9. • Blowoff limits of premixed» methane-air 
final comparison of corrected data with theory.
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the ambient medium near the stream 
boundary are most easily resolved 
by using inverted flames that are 
shielded from those surroundings. 
The flow gradient dilution associ­
ated with flow expansion around 
the corner of a boundary can be 
minimized by using very thin inter­
nal boundaries and/or extrapolating 
the data to zero boundary thickness 
as was done in figure 8 . It is 
only when such precaution is taken 
that the actual stretch velocity 
gradient is equal to the boundary 
velocity gradient. An alternative, 
of course, is to measure the actual 
approaching velocity gradient di­
rectly with particle tracking meth­
ods or laser doppler veloeimeters.
There is one further matter that 
should be resolved. The flame 
front thickness, Ax - S = a/Su, to
ames: be used In formulating the Karlo- vitz number is not the measured 
thickness in the stretched condi­
tion. It is rather the "normal" value In laminar, ideal propagation and, similarly, 
for the burning velocity. The burning velocity that must be used in equation 10 is 
the ideal, normal or adiabatic burning velocity. It is not the actual burning ve­
locity of the stretched flame on the burner that is being used to study its blowoff 
characteristics. (Su)|dea| is a function only of the initial thermostatic state of 
the unburned mixture: its composition, temperature, and pressure. (Su)idea t * the
convective eigenvalue, is a unique function of the thermostatic state and is entire­
ly Independent of flow dynamics. Measured Su values can approximate (Su)(dea( only 
if they are made under laminar, adiabatic, or ideal conditions. In the presence of 
flow gradients, measured Su values vary and, in fact, at some critical value of dv/dx 
they diminish to zero. The failure to recognize that Important distinction and to 
formulate the Karlovitz number properly in terms of (Su),dea( values, has led some 
researchers into considerable confusion and misunderstanding (18).
Gounterflow Flame
The Bunsen flame and the inverted flame are only two of many possible stretch 
configurations. Many other flow configurations are possible that generate velocity 
gradients that stretch flame fronts, A popular configuration during the last two 
decades has been the counterflow system. It consists of two opposing streams or 
jets whose flow momenta counterbalance one another and create a stagnation plane be­
tween the two streams (19-20). As the streams meet near the stagnation plane, the 
initial axial momentum of each stream is converted to radial momentum. The axes of 
the streams are colinear and their intersection with the stagnation plane forms a 
true stagnation point at which all simple flow components are zero. Moving radially 
outward from that stagnation point, the flow velocity increases continuously in ra­
dial direction. Flames stabilized in or near the stagnation plane are stretched by 
that radial velocity gradient.
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The counterflow configuration was initially used to study the strength and struc­
ture of diffusion flames formed by a fuel stream issuing from one tube and an oxi­
dizer stream flowing from the opposing tube. In the counterflow system, the diffu­
sion flame front tends to stabilize near the stagnation plane across which the fuel 
and oxidizer interdiffuse. Burned products leave the system radially, and reactants 
are slowed down by their counterbalancing momenta as they approach the stagnation 
plane. The counterflows must "turn the corner" as they approach one another axially, 
as reactants, but they then leave, radially, as products. The velocity gradient near 
the stagnation plane stretches the diffusion flame and eventually extinguishes it at 
some critical inlet flow velocity of the two streams.
It is important to realize that it is only the simple flow components that are zero 
at the stagnation point and only the simple component of axial velocity that is zero 
in the stagnation plane (3). Diffusive flow components are, in fact, a maximum near 
the stagnation plane and the exact position of the flame front is sensitive to the 
relative diffusivity of fuel and oxidizer molecules. The effect is not trivial, for 
as has been shown in a previous study (_3), diffusive flow components at a flame front 
become comparable to simple flow components.
More recently, the same counterflow configuration has been used to study premixed 
flames. The counterbalancing flows can contain premixed gases of different composi­
tions and the result is a complex, double-flame structure (21). For premixed sys­
tems, another variation is to use a solid surface as the stagnation plane. A pre­
mixed stream is allowed to impinge on a flat plate whose surface is oriented normal 
to the initial stream velocity. In that case, a known composition characterizes the 
gas stream within the interior of the jet and the velocity gradient near the stagna­
tion plane now stretches a premixed flame whose initial composition in the approach­
ing flow is well defined. However, the presence of the flame front induces concen­
tration gradients so that diffusive flow components become comparable to simple flow 
components near the flame front. If fuel and oxidizer have different diffuslvities 
they diffuse into the flame front at different rates and the effective composition of 
the reacting mixture may be richer or leaner than the initial composition of the pre­
mixed stream, depending on whether the fuel or the oxidizer has the higher diffusiv­
ity. The effect, referred to as selective diffusional demixing, has already been 
considered in detail (3). It is the cause of cellular flame structures and other 
anomalies in the limit behavior of flames.
In its simplest form, the stagnation-point flow configuration uses a flow stream 
with an intially flat velocity profile impinging on the stagnation plate. The data 
of Law (22), obtained with such a stagnation point flow, are shown In figure 10. The 
best straight-line fit has been drawn through their data points for the stretch 
extinction limit of their propane-air flames. Actually, two types of flames were 
observed for various propane concentrations, fi, as a function of initial stream 
velocity, v. In the low-velocity region, "rim stabilized" flames are observed. At 
higher velocities "flat" flames are observed, which, at still higher velocities, are 
extinguished by the radial velocity gradient near the stagnation plane. The transi­
tion region between the rim flames and the flat flames displays the hysteresis ef­
fect shown. Whichever flame is initially present tends to persist so that there is 
always an "overshoot" of the average transition boundary before the actual transition 
occurs.
The nomenclature used above and in figure 10 does not, however, adequately charac­
terize the true nature of the flames. Both flames are essentially flat flames; the 
major difference between them simply depends on whether the vertical portion of the 
rim flame can be maintained near the boundary of the premixed gas flow. The lower
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FIGURE 10. - Domains of stability and extinction for premixed normal (rim flames) and for premixed 
stretched (flat flames) in a stagnation*plate flow configuration.
velocity flame is probably the normal, premixed flame and it is stabilized in the 
axial stream well below the point where the flow starts to turn the corner. The so- 
called "rim" flame approximates the normal flat flame depicted in figure 3A, in 
which the ideal burning velocity in downward propagation is simply balanced every­
where against the flat, axial flow profile. The shape, in this case, is not perfect­
ly flat because of the back pressure induced by the presence of the stagnation plate. 
That back pressure perturbs the upstream flow profile somewhat. In addition, there 
are the typical edge effects: entrainment of the surrounding flow and momentum dif­
fusion at the stream-air boundary, which determine whether the vertical portion or 
rim of the flame can be maintained in the boundary velocity gradient.
As the approach velocity plotted on the horizontal axis in figure 10 is increased, 
the rim portion disappears and the flame moves upward away from the tube or "burner" 
and approaches the stagnation plate. As the flame zone moves upward, however, it 
encounters a decreasing axial velocity component and a changing flow direction from 
axial to radial. The flow is turning the corner and there is a complex readjustment 
of propagation directions and burning velocities in the stretched flow field just 
below the stagnation plate. The new flame that appears at the higher v-value, the 
so-called "flat" flame, is in fact a stretched, counterflow flame that is stabilized 
in the radial velocity gradient as the flow turns the corner. Finally, as figure 10 
shows, above some critical inlet velocity, the counterflow flame is stretched to 
extinction by the radial gradient.
Stretch extinction measurements (23) were reported for both lean and rich propane- 
air mixtures. The values for the lean mixtures in the stagnation plate configuration 
are depicted in figure 10. The rich mixture data are complicated by the presence of 
"corrugated" flames. Those corrugated flames are the "normal" cellular flame struc­
tures observed for rich hydrocarbons whose molecular diffusivities are significantly
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smaller than that of the oxygen molecule (3). The stretch extinction data for both 
lean and rich cases, measured by Law (22) and Ishlzuka (23) are shown in figure 11, 
where they are now replotted in terms of the stretch velocity gradient. For the 
stagnation plate flow system, the radial velocity gradient is the stretch velocity, 
and it is given by dv/dr = dv/dx = v/2 Jt where I is the distance between the nozzle 
exit plane and the stagnation plate. Ishizuka (24) has also reported more recent 
data in a range of much lower velocity gradients, using a counterflow configuration 
between two nozzles. For the counterflow configurations, the stretch velocity gra­
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FIGURE 11. - Blowoff (extinction) lim its for premixed 
propane-air flames in counterflow arid stagnation plate flow 
configurations compared with theory and with normal blow- 
off lim its for Bunsen flames in air.
in figure 11. Their measurements 
are compared with the predictions 
of equation 8 based on the best 
available (S u)[^® a I values for 
propane-air (4j>. Also shown, for 
comparison purposes, is the stan­
dard blowoff curve for propane 
on a Bunsen burner In an air 
environment.
The stagnation plate and coun­
terflow systems provide the experi­
mentalist with an opportunity of 
studying flame stability and blow- 
off limits at much lower stretch 
gradients than is possible for Bun­
sen flames or Inverted flames in 
tubes. Although velocity gradient 
extinction limits are shown in 
figure 11 for both lean and rich 
mixtures, the rich mixtures are 
complicated by the presence of the 
selective diffuslonal demixing 
process. That process (3) gener­
ates "cellular," "corrugated," or 
"star-shaped" flames. Such cellu­
lar structures complicate the com­
parison between theory and experi­
ment partly because their presence 
makes it difficult to obtain accu­
rate measurements for (S u) | d © a l in 
the rich region. There are addi­
tional complications related to 
the fact that the selective diffu­
slonal demixing process generates 
concentration gradients. As a re­
sult, the real fuel concentrations 
entering the flame front vary peri­
odically in the direction normal 
to the unburned gas blow. Thus a 
single value for (Su)ideal can no 
longer be used to characterize the 
entire flame front. For lean mix­
tures, however, there are no cellu­
lar flame structures in propane-alr 
mixtures. The selective diffusion 
of the higher diffusing oxygen
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molecule still occurs; however, the process stabilizes laminar structures in the lean
region. Thus accurate (Su) idea I values are available for the lean mixtures of
propane in air.
The comparison of the measurements of Ishizuka (23-24) with the theoretical curve 
in figure 1 1 , shows that the measured values generally fall below the theoretical 
curve. One should remember, however, that in those composition ranges near the lim­
its of flammabillty, the inlet gas flow velocities are quite low, and comparable to 
the limit burning velocities for quenching by natural convection (1-3). When the 
inlet flow velocities are as low as 3 to 9 cm/sec, the real velocity gradients are no 
longer those calculated from the Inlet flow, v, and the nozzle-to-plate distance, A. 
Instead, buoyancy induced flows become comparable to inlet flows, and eventually they 
can dominate near the natural extinction limit. Thus one suspects that the measured 
g v a l u e s  are below the calculated ones because there is an additional buoyancy- 
induced velocity gradient that must be added to g 5 in order to obtain the true value 
of dv/dx. In a flow that contains both the forced flow gradient (gb) and that natu­
ral (buoyancy-induced) flow gradient, both components are required in order to obtain 
the true value of dv/dx. It is only the forced component that is given by dv/dr
= v/2I (or v/Jt for two counterflowing streams). The natural component is not an ex­
ternally controllable variable, but it is nevertheless an integral component of the 
flow field. Only direct measurements of the actual velocity gradients can reveal 
its magnitude.
NORMAL LIMIT FOR UPWARD FLAME PROPAGATION: FLAME STRETCH
UNDER NATURAL CONVECTION
It is now time to focus in more detail on that natural convective flow component.
It was argued in previous publications (JL_, 12-13, 25) that the "normal" limit of 
flammabillty, as typically measured and tabulated (26-27) , is in effect a limit 
induced by natural convection. The limit compositions, whether measured in upward, 
downward, or horizontal propagation, reflect the competition between two forces: the
combustion force and the buoyancy force. Each force generates different motions in 
the gas ahead of the flame front and the motions induced by the buoyancy force limits 
the ability of the flame to propagate in the unburned gas mixture. It was argued
that flame extinction in upward propagation is caused by the ascendance of the
buoyancy force operating through the mechanism of flame stretch. Because of natural 
convective flows, generated by buoyancy, upward propagation always occurs into a 
velocity gradient in the cold gas, and at some low but finite propagation rate, the 
flame is simply blown out by its own buoyancy-induced flows. In this section, this
question is considered in more detail.
Maximum Buoyant Rise Velocity for Spherical Propagation
It is possible to obtain some reasonable insight into the nature of the buoyancy 
force, and the effect it may have on the flow structure, by considering the simplest 
example: an idealized, spherical combustion wave propagating into a premixed gas of
uniform composition in a gravitational field.
The absolute buoyancy force on each unit volume of gas of density p is simply pg, 
where g is the normal gravitational acceleration. If a gas is of uniform density P, 
in a constant g field, the gravitational force is everywhere constant at pg and there 
is no net gravitational force on the gas. That is the case for an isothermal volume 
of gas or air of constant composition near the surface of the earth. However, the 
normal combustion process that occurs after the ignition of an exothermic mixture is 
irreversible, and generates burned gas at a density, pb, which Is normally much lower
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than the density of the unburned mixture, pu, from which it was generated. Thus with 
a burned gas density pj, behind a flame front, and an unburned gas density pu ahead 
of a flame front, there is a net gravitational force couple, (pu-pfc>)g» across the 
flame front. There is thus a force gradient that induces convective flows, and flame 
propagation in those buoyancy-induced flows inevitably produces distortions in flame 
shape (1 2 ).
In the simplest idealization, the details of that distortion are ignored and one 
focuses on the overall buoyant rise velocity of a spherical ignition kernel that is 
assumed to propagate spherically as its center of mass responds to the net buoyancy 
force.
A Idealized motions t + At
That idealized situation is depicted in figure 12. At some initial time, t, a 
fireball of radius r(t) is rising upward by buoyancy at a velocity v(t). At some 
time t + At later, the fireball has expanded to a new radius r + S^At, and its new 
buoyant rise velocity is v(t) + (dv/dt) At, The quantity Sb is the spherical flame 
speed relative to the laboratory observer. The buoyancy force acts simultaneously on 
both the burned product fireball and the unburned reactants that surround it. The 
momentum change induced by buoyancy must involve not only the upward motion of burned
products, but also the simultane­
ously induced downward motion of 
the unburned gases, since the cold 
surroundings must descend to fill 
the space vacated by the fireball. 
An equivalent volume of the cold 
surroundings is also idealized and 
shown in figure 12A. It is de­
picted as separated from the fire­
ball, expanding in size as the 
fireball does, and descending at an 
identical velocity. The left hemi­
sphere of the fireball moves upward 
as its surroundings descend, intro­
ducing a moment of force or torque 
about the equatorial axis, which 
generates a continuous cyclonic 
vorticlty about the rising fire­
ball, The same motions occur in 
the right hemisphere, which gener­
ates a continuous vorticity that is 
anticyclonic. Since these motions 
of fireball and surroundings are 
coupled, and involve a moment of 
force or torque, they are referred 
to as being Induced by the buoyancy 
force couple.















o r —  / \
F I G U R E  1 2 , -  Id e a l iz e d  motions (4 )  and approximate real 
motions (B) during the buoyant r i s e  of an outward-propagating, 
s p h e r ic a l ,  flame kernel under the s im u lt a n e o u s  in f lu e n c e  o f  the 
combustion force exp an sio n  and the b u o ya n cy  force c o u p le .
In reality, the motion of the 
surroundings is necessarily more 
complex, and this is depicted in 
figure 12B where the motions are 
viewed In a coordinate system mov­
ing upward with the fireball.
There Is first a continuous outward 
motion induced by the combustion
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force expansion. At the flame boundary, the unburned gas recedes at a velocity S b 
(1—pb/pu) and this radial velocity decreases with the inverse square of the dimen- 
sionless distance from the center of the fireball. Superimposed on this expansion 
are the buoyancy-induced flows. Near the top of the fireball the surroundings must 
move outward, parting from the upward path of the fireball. In the equatorial re­
gions, the motion of the surroundings is downward as required by the buoyancy force 
couple. Near the bottom of the fireball, the surroundings move inward in order to 
fill the space being vacated by the bottom of the rising fireball. In the Idealiza­
tion of figure 12A, it is assumed that the buoyancy component of the outward motions 
at the top, and inward motions at the bottom, are canceled exactly, so that no other 
motions are induced but those necessary to raise the expanding fireball upward at 
v(t) and to simultaneously displace an equal volume of the surroundings downward at 
the same velocity. Any additional buoyancy-induced motions that appear either with 
the fireball or in the surroundings (as in a wake) should be treated as a drag force 
that would retard the rate of rise. Accordingly, it Is possible to derive an equa­
tion for the maximum buoyant rise velocity in initially stationary surroundings (13). 
That maximum value, which is a quite accurate approximation for the measured rise 
velocities of fireballs of small to moderate dimensions (1 2 ), is given by
vb<t)
'  1  -
" Pu -  P b "
1  +  3  /  Pu \ Pu +  Pb
„ \ P U +  P b  /  . .
gt, (1 1 )
where v b(t), the buoyant rise velocity, is a linear function of the time, t. For 
spherical propagation, one has t = r(t)/Sb = r(t)ptj/puSu.
A more precise consideration of the problem of flame stretch for flows induced by 
the simultaneous interaction of buoyancy and spherical propagation awaits a more ac­
curate description of the real flow field than has heretofore been available in the 
literature. Clearly, the real field Is a complex, time-dependent structure that re­
flects the sum of the motions depicted in figure 12B. An attempt will be made to 
estimate that real flow field in a following section.
Recent Estimates and Observations of Buoyancy-Induced Limits
Estimates of the limit burning velocity for flame stretch quenching have recently 
been presented by Hertzberg (_1, 12, 25). A simple force balance argument was made as 
follows. The motions induced by a propagating flame originate in the combustion 
force. That force is responsible for the outward motions depicted in the left por­
tion of figure 12B, That internal force is equal to the gradient of the kinetic 
energy increase per unit volume across a propagating flame zone.
„ , , A(KE) 1/2 pbSb2 - 1/2 puSu2 Su3 pu . .Combustion force - « ----------^ ---------- = ^  ^  <Pu"Pb), (12)
where x is the propagation direction. However, product gases are less dense than 
reactants and their generation Induces natural convective flows that compete with 
combustion-induced flows. The competition dissipates power from the combustion wave. 
Those convection flows for spherical propagation are depicted in the right-hand por­
tion of figure 125. The competing force is the buoyancy forcé couple whose magnitude 
is given by
Buoyancy force = (pu - pb)g. (13)
One associates the average convective flow conditions with the horizontal propaga­
tion condition, and assumes that a horizontal propagation limit is reached when the
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two competing forces are in balance. Equating equation 12 with 13 defines a limit 
burning velocity for horizontal propagation of
( S u )a -
„ Pb 2 a g —  My
1/3
(14)
Substituting a consistently used value of a = 0.55 cm2/sec for the effective diffu- 
sivity, setting g = 980 cm/sec2 for the gravitational acceleration at the earth’s 
surface, and using a typical density ratio for near limit conditions of Pb/pu “ 1/5» 
gives (Su)a = 6.0 cm/sec. This limit velocity for horizontal propagation has already 
been shown to give realistic predictions for the lean limit concentrations for a wide 
variety of fuels Q ,  1 2 ).
There is an expectation, implicit in the above derivation, that burning veloci­
ties do not simply diminish continuously toward zero as the flammability limits are 
approached. Rather, one should expect that propagation should be quenched discon­
tinuously for composition whose ideal velocities are equal to or less than (Su)a. 
LeChatelier and his colleagues in their pioneering researches, had in fact noted that 
burning velocities extrapolated to finite values at the limit compositions. Egerton
(28) had noted that a satisfactory theory should be able to predict both the burning 
velocity at the limit and the limit concentrations. Linnett (29) showed that the 
factor that seemed to be most Invariant for many fuel-air systems was the limit burn­
ing velocity. Levy's (30) optical studies of limit behavior showed the significance 
of buoyancy effects, Dlxon-Lewis (31-32) concluded, based upon experimental studies 
of slow flames stabilized well below their conventional limits, that the flammability 
limits were determined largely by convectional gas velocities.
More recently, Hertzberg approximated the maximum velocity gradient in buoyancy- 
induced cold gas flow above a rising, spherical flame kernel by
dv
dx lit.2 r (15)
If equation 15 is substituted into equation 7 and the resultant equation is combined 
with equation 1 1 , one obtains
( S u>a, e' 1 ( Pu > Pb
8 X P u ^ P b /  Pu
1/3
_L_ Pu ~ Pb 
16 Pu + Pb
1 1 / 3  l
J  ( S u ) a  -  2 "  ( S u ) a * (16)
The functional form of equation 16 is identical to that of equation 14 even though 
the latter was obtained by an entirely independent force-balance argument. The der­
ivation of equation 16 thus gives a limit burning velocity for upward propagation 
that Is approximately half the value for horizontal propagation. Although the geom­
etry of the problem was considered in an idealized way in the derivation of equation
16, the final result turned out to be independent of any geometric factors. In the 
derivation of equation 14, no detailed considerations of geometry were made, only a 
force balance agreement was used; and yet essentially the same result was obtained.
In the next section, the geometry of the problem of upward flame propagation will 
be considered in more detail.
Let us first, however, review some of the more recent experimental studies that 
have dealt with the problem of buoyancy-induced flame stretch. Diffusion flames from
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laminar gas jets in air were studied in a centrifuge at elevated gravity levels by 
Altenkirch (33). With increasing g levels, the diffusion flames would tend to move 
away from the burner rim and lift. Higher g levels led to pulsation of the diffusion 
flames and eventual extinction. For the methane, ethane, and propane flames that 
were studied at moderate to low jet velocities, the lifting and extinction process 
correlated reasonably well with the dimensionless group, ga/Su3 = constant. Compari­
son with equations 14 and 16 show clearly that the same dimensionless group is In­
volved. The comparison however suggests that the dimensionless constant is simply 
related to the expansion ratio, pu/pb. The centrifuge data gave absolute g values 
for lift-off and extinction that were in the range of 10 to 30 g0, where g 0 is the 
earth's gravitational acceleration (g0 = 980 cm/sec2). From equation 16, the pre­
dicted g value for the extinction of a stoichiometric, premixed hydrocarbon flame in 
upward propagation is about 4,300 g0 . The reported values for the diffusion flames 
of Altenkirch (33) are much lower because diffusion flames involve near-limit compo­
sitions in the mixing zone between the fuel stream and the entrained air stream (13). 
If one uses near-limit burning velocities for horizontal or downward propagation of
6 to 8 cm/sec, equation 14 predicts extinction values at g levels of 10 to 30 g0. 
Those are, in fact, the values observed for the diffusion flames.
In a recent study of premixed flames under earth's gravity, von Lavante (34) inves­
tigated the mechanism of extinction for upward propagating methane-air mixtures at 
lean limit compositions. Tubes of various diameters were used and it was observed 
that both the flow field and the flame shape near the limits were governed mainly by 
the effects of buoyancy. These observations confirmed those of Levy (30) who had 
showed that in upward propagation, the flame falls first at the center of the tube. 
That is precisely the point at which the flame is stretched the most by the buoyancy- 
induced flow field. Further, von Lavante presented an approximate solution to the 
flow field in the unburned gas and used the solution to calculate the Karlovitz num­
bers. The calculated Karlovitz numbers were of the order of unity at the centerline 
of the tube as the extinction limit was approached. Thus, it was concluded that 
flame stretch was the primary extinction mechanism for upward propagation. The tube 
dimensions varied from 5 to 20 cm in diameter. Wall heat flux measurements were also 
made and those measurements further confirmed that wall losses were not significant 
in the extinction process within those relatively large tube dimensions.
Flow-Fleld Solutions for Spherical Propagation In Buoyancy-Induced 
Flows: Flame Stretch Limit for Upward Propagation
Consider now, in more quantitative detail, the real flow field in the upward prop­
agating hemisphere of a spherical flame front. The spherical, outward expansion of 
the flame front induces expanding radial motions that are driven by the combustion
force. Simultaneously, the fireball rises under the influence of the buoyancy force-
couple as the cold surroundings descend. A qualitative picture of those two motions, 
considered independently, was depicted in figure 12B where flow streamlines were 
shown in a coordinate system moving upward at the buoyant velocity of the fireball.
The very top of the upper hemisphere of the spherical fireball kernel propagates 
upward into a cold gas stream whose initial approach velocity is downward in that 
coordinate frame. The cold gas stream then diverges or parts into two equal streams 
whose motions in the equatorial regions are now parallel to the flame front. In 
those equatorial regions they resume their downward flow; however the flame front is 
now propagating outward. Those streams are no longer flowing into the propagation 
direction but are now flowing perpendicular to the propagation direction. The ap­
proach flow, which diverges and deflects around the spherical kernel, thus stretches 
the flame front in much the same way that it Is stretched in the counterflow config­
uration near a stagnation plate. That counterflow system was discussed in the pre­
vious section. Here, the spherical case Is to be considered.
If, at any instant, one freezes the combustion force expansion motion, the flow 
field in the unburned gas induced by the buoyant rise velocity, Vb(t), should be 
similar to that around a rising spherical balloon. One chooses a coordinate system 
moving upward with the buoyant velocity, Vb(t), and assumes that the motion of the 
surroundings adjusts instantaneously to that buoyant velocity so that it may be ap­
proximated by parallel flow past a sphere. It is thus assumed that the buoyancy- 
induced component of the flow field is that of classical Stokes flow past a sphere 
caused by a free stream velocity, Vb(t) , which adjusts instantaneously to buoyant 
velocity vector. The classical Stokes flow solutions (35) are
where r is the radial distance from the center of the sphere, r0 is the diameter of 
the sphere, 0 is the polar direction, and v r and v6 are the radial and tangential 
(polar) velocity components. A typical set of those Stokes flow velocity vectors are 







FIGURE 13, - Buoyancy-induced, flow-field vectors of the unburned gas around a rising, spherical 
flame kernel from the classical Stokes flow solutions past a sphere.
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It is important to recognize that the "streamlines" that were depicted in figure 
12B are not as realistic a representation of the real flow field in the boundary 
layer near the sphere as are the velocity vectors shown in figure 13. In any two­
dimensional projection of stream lines, such as is attempted in figure 125, there is 
an inevitable convergence of those streamlines in the flow passing the sphere, which 
incorrectly implies an increase in velocity. In reality the flow field just above 
the balloon or fireball is decelerated and deflected or diverted into "two" streams 
that flow around the sphere as shown the two-dimensional projection of figure 13.
Any new flame surface appearing at the top of the fireball as it propagates upward is 
thus stretched in the diverging flow gradient moving to the right and to the left of 
the sphere. The unburned gas approaching from above to form that new flame surface 
has been "turning the corner" to flow around the sphere, and hence it is "stretched" 
as it enters the flame front to react. Although the fireball is not a solid sphere 
of infinite viscosity relative to the gas, it is nevertheless at such a higher tem­
perature and therefore so much more viscous than the unburned surroundings, that any 
"slipping" or "sliding" of the boundary is minimal. Any such slip in the fireball 
boundary would appear as an Induced flow or Internal vorticity within the fireball.
It would act as an additional drag force to reduce V(, somewhat and would also reduce 
the stretch gradient. For the temperature differences involved, that slip effect 
will be neglected to first order. Thus, as shown in figure 13, cold gas approaches 
the top of the flame kernel with a buoyancy-induced approach velocity, Vb(t), which 
is initially radial at 0 = 0. As it approaches further, it is deflected in the po­
lar, 0-direction by the spherical kernel. By the time it passes the equator of the 
kernel, its radial component Is zero and its buoyancy-induced velocity is entirely 
tangential.
Apart from the question of slip, the "boundary" is not a solid surface at which 
flow velocities are zero. Rather, it is an outward moving boundary that generates an 
outward radial flow In the unburned mixture as indicated in figure 125. The boundary 
overtakes that outward flow at the burning velocity, Su.
In a first approximation to the dynamics of that part of the problem, it is assumed 
that an element of cold gas that approaches the upper hemisphere of the flame front 
from above (and which is met by that front as it expands) has a finite "residence 
time" during which it can react with, and contribute its energy to, the flame front. 
That interaction time or residence time near the approaching flame front Is directly 
proportional to the circumferential distance the cold gas travels before it leaves 
the Interraction zone. The residence time is inversely proportional to the velocity 
with which the cold gas flows around that zone. Since the tangential velocity with 
which the unburned gas flows around the zone is approximately v b, and the distance of 
travel near the upper hemisphere is one-quarter of the circumference, one has
The residence time is clearly limited by the buoyancy-induced, convective flow gra­
dients depicted in figure 13. Now, the characteristic time for the completion of the 
combustion reactions within the flame front is Tpm = a/Su2. As previously indicated,
the ratio Tr/tpm is, in effect, the Damkohler number for the flame front. If the
residence time is too short, new volume elements of unburned gas passing into the 
flame front cannot be activated to reaction during the necessary reaction time, T pm. 
The flame is then "forced to swallow" more unburned gas than It can handle in the 
time available. New flame surface is created at too fast a rate and the flame Is
"stretched" beyond its limit. That is, it is "blown off." In this case it would be
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blown off by its own buoyancy-induced flow field. The limit condition is obtained by 
setting Tr = xpm.
Substituting equation 11 into equation 19 with the limit condition of unity Dam- 
kohler number gives a result that is virtually identical to equation 16. As indi­
cated earlier, this Damkohler number approach is an equivalent way of looking at the 
flame stretch phenomenon.
A somewhat clearer picture of the detailed geometry of the problem can be obtained 
by adding the two types of motions as though they were independent. To the buoyancy- 
induced flow velocities depicted In figure 13, one adds the radial motions induced 
by the combustion force expansion. For spherical propagation outward from a point 
source, in the absence of buoyancy, the unburned gas velocity is everywhere radial 
and is given by
v r(r) = Su (pu/pb) (1 - Pb/Pu) * (20)
If one makes the assumption that the resultant flows under the Influence of both com­
bustion and buoyancy forces are the simple vector sum of the flows from each force 
acting Independently, it is possible to add the combustion-induced radial vectors of 
equation 20 to the buoyancy-induced vectors already plotted in figure 13, and which 
were obtained from equations 17 and 18. The resultant vector sum for the motions in­
duced by both buoyancy and combustion process are plotted In figure 14. In the plot
Flame front
FIGURE 14. - Simple vector sums of combustion force expansion flow field and the buoyancy-induced 
Stokes flow fie ld, assumed to be operating independently in steady state.
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shown it has been assumed that the fireball size is such that V(j = 3 Su, Clearly, 
adding the combustion force motions to the flow field moves the stagnation point away 
from the surface of the sphere. In figure 14, the stagnation point is located near 
r = 2r0. The flow is clearly that of a counterflow configuration. The downward 
flows approaching the flame front from above must "turn the corner" as they approach 
the stagnation plane. Similarly, the flows moving upward from the expanding and 
propagating flame front must also "turn the corner" as they approach the stagnation 
plane. The stagnation plane is depicted as the chain-dashed line in figure 14. Al­
though the flow is clearly similar to the counterflow configuration, the stagnation 
plane is no longer flat. Instead it is curved to match the curved source of spheri­
cal flow.
The higher the ratio of buoyant velocity to burning velocity, the closer the stag­
nation plane moves toward the flame front, and the greater is the flow gradient that 
stretches each new element of flame surface. One can readily obtain an analytical 
solution to the problem of determining the position of the stagnation point. Combin­
ing equation 17 and equation 20 for the flow velocity at the top of the sphere, where 
0 = 0 ,  and using the near-limit value for the expansion ratio pu/pb = 5, one obtains
v net - v r(co„buBtio„) + vr(buoyancy) - 4S„ - v b .
+ !  vb ^  _ i Vb(£°y. (2D
Setting n = v b/Su and setting vna+ = 0 at the stagnation point gives the following 
cubic equation:
The position of that stagnation point at 0 = 0 is plotted In figure 15 as a function 
of n , the ratio of buoyant velocity to burning velocity. Clearly, as the burning ve­
locity diminishes and/or the buoyant velocity increases, the stagnation point moves 
closer to the flame front. The closer it moves to the the flame front the greater is 
the stretch velocity gradient. Extinction occurs at a finite value of that gradient 
and the previous arguments suggest that the finite value of the gradient corresponds 
to a minimum burning velocity of about 3 cm/sec for "normal" flames. Such "normal” 
flames are flames that are burning in earth's gravity and are driven by exothermic 
reactions that are essentially irreversible so that the expansion ratio pu/pb Is rea­
sonably large and the buoyancy force is finite.
There are several complications that have not been considered that would influence 
this analysis. First is the fact that the flow solutions depicted in figures 13, 14, 
and 15 are quasi-steady-state approximations. In reality, the correct solutions 
should be time-dependent ones for the dynamic processes. The quasl-steady-state 
approximations were obtained by the superposition of two steady-state solutions for 
fully developed flow conditions. The time-dependent, dynamic details of the devel­
oping flows can differ in some respects from these quasi-steady-state solutions. In 
addition, the real flows in the presence of both forces acting simultaneously are not 
simply equal to the vector sum of the flows generated by each force acting independ­
ently. Secondly, the buoyancy-induced flows develop dynamically and cannot, as has 
been assumed, instantaneously follow the solutions represented by equations 17 and
18, Inertial forces prevent an instantaneous response to Increasing fireball size,
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and additional flows provide a 
force limitation on v b,
drag
To illustrate this second compli­
cation, consider substituting equa­
tion 11 into the expression for ti. 
For air expansion ratio of pu/pb 





This gives an n-value which in­
creases linearly with r regardless
of the initial value of S, For
BUOYANT VELOCITY TO BURNING VELOCITY RATIO, - r ^ /S y
F I G U R E  1 5 ,  -  P o s it io n  o f the sta g n atio n  p o in t abo ve the up­
ward hem isp here  of a r is in g  and exp an d in g  flam e  kernel a s  a func* 
tion of the ratio  of b uoyant v e lo c it y  to burn ing v e lo c it y .
example for a near stoichiometric 
methane-air mixture with Su = 44 
cm/sec one would obtain an n-value 
of 10 for a spherical fireball of 
about 5 m in radius. An n-value 
of 10 exceeds the normal upward 
quenching limit so that there is 
an implication from the equations 
that even upward propagation will 
always eventually quench for a large enough fireball. In reality, inertial forces 
prevent such an instantaneous response to increasing fireball size.
In any case, it is somewhat of a moot point, however, for an object above such a 
fireball as to whether it is overtaken by a "propagating" flame front or whether
buoyancy convects that same flame front to it. In either case, the object is over­
taken by the front.
The final complexity that requires consideration is the choice of a proper Su-value 
during the time that the flame stretch process is exerting its influence. As indi­
cated earlier, in the presence of flame stretch the burning velocity must decrease to 
less than its laminar, adiabatic or ideal value. On the basis of previous considera­
tions, to a first approximation, in the presence of a velocity gradient, one obtains: 
Su = (Su)idea I ~ (Su)e . Thus the presence of stretch reduces Su , which increases n, 
which further reduces Su , which further increases n. It is this feedback interaction 
that is probably responsible for the actual extinction process for upward propaga­
tion. The available data suggests that the feedback process is not significant for 
n < pu/pb« As has been argued in a previous publication (2) , the condition n = Vb/Su 
= Pu/Pb corresponds to the downward propagation limit. At some point for n > Pu/Pb>
the above feedback process becomes increasingly significant and soon leads to extinc­
tion of the upward propagating hemisphere as well.
A more exact consideration of this problem awaits a more exact solution to the 
time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations for the system considered under a set of con­
straints that reflect the realistic feedback process by which stretch gradients re­
duce the actual burning velocity of the stretched flame.
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APPENDIX.— SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE
The spatially average or effective dlffuslty of the flame zone gases.
The surface area of the flame front.
The spatially averaged heat capacity of the flame zone, or a mixing zone.
The flame zone or flame front thickness.
The flame zone thickness.
The tubular wall-loss quenching diameter.
The change in unburned gas velocity across the flame zone thickness.
The axial pressure gradient along a tube.
The velocity gradient stretching a propagating flame front.
The ratio of buoyant velocity to burning velocity; also the gas viscosity.
The gravitational acceleration.
The value of g at the surface of the earth.
The boundary velocity gradient.
A constant of proportionality.
The Karlovitz number.
The distance between a nozzle exit plane and a stagnation plate, or the dis­
tance between counterflowing nozzles.
A characteristic length proportional to the flame zone thickness.
The Peclet number for tubular wall-loss quenching.
The volumetric flame front heating (or cooling) rate.
The mass density of a gas.
The density of the unburned and burned gases, respectively.
A radial coordinate; the radius of an expanding flame kernel or of a fire­
ball; the radius of curvature of a flame front; the radial distance from 
the axis of a tube or from the center of a fireball.
The radius of a tube; the radius of a sphere.
The burning velocity; the velocity of a flame front relative to the unburned 
gas.
The horizontal limit burning velocity for quenching by natural convection.
(Su)a+ The downward stagnation limit burning velocity.
(Su)a,ef The upward limit burning velocity for quenching by flame stretch (pro­
cess e) induced by buoyancy (process a).
(Su)b The limit burning velocity for conductive-convective wall-loss quenching.
(Su)c The limit burning velocity for radiative loss quenching,
(Su)e The limit burning velocity for quenching by flow gradient effects or
flame stretch.
(Su)|dea| The true or ideal laminar burning velocity.
St, The outward speed of a spherical flame front with respect to the labora­
tory observer,
0 The polar coordinate.
Tpm The characteristic time for the completion of the combustion reactions
within a propagating flame front.




Tb The temperature of burned gases.
Tu The temperature of unburned gases.
v A velocity.
v n The cold gas velocity component normal to the flame front,
Vb(t) The buoyant rise velocity of the center of mass of a spherically expand­
ing fireball.
vr The radial velocity component of the buoyancy-induced unburned gas flow
past a sphere or spherical fireball,
v q  The tangential or polar velocity component of the bouyancy-induced un­
burned gas flow past a sphere or spherical fireball,
v r(r) The outward radial velocity of expansion for the unburned gas that is
induced by the combustion force in spherical propagation.
v nef The net radial flow velocity at 0 = 0, above a spherically propagating
combustion wave,
V<s The flame front volume.
x The propagation direction.
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